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There´s no stopping the Pros! 
Bauberger AG – Full-service machinery transport worldwide 
 

With the sobriquet "The mechanic pros" the innovative transport company Bauberger signals that it is an 
expert in its field. As a leading Swiss enterprise, Bauberger has been planning and carrying out a full-service 
operation that includes complete disassembly, repair, transport and assembly of machinery and facilities 
worldwide since 1974. The company also undertakes the daunting task of relaunching facility operations for a 
wide array of machinery producers. 
Ruedi Bauberger and his motivated team tackle new challenges on a daily basis. Using the latest lifting and 
moving devises capable of a lifting power of up to 360 tons, they work both expertly and with utmost precision. 
"Our specialized teams are brought together on project-byproject basis. In that way, the training our mechanics 
have undergone can be put to optimal use." Safety and guaranteed on-time delivery are of top priority for each 
and every commission. 
Between commissions, Bauberger also finds the time to move relicts from Swiss transportation history – such 
as submarines, steamboats and airplanes – to the unique "Swiss Museum of Transport" in Lucerne. 
Without heavy-duty loading cranes, these almost circus-like feats would be unimaginable. For Bauberger, 
outreach isn’ t the only crucial point. Power for working in close quarters, safety, precision and dependability 
are all attributes which are extremely important in the crane business. With the new PK 100002 Performance 
with heavy-duty fly-jib PJ 170 E, Bauberger found the optimal crane for his demanding tasks. Due to lack of 
space, he selected the variety of PK 100002 Performance with truck base. The truck was thereby constructed 
very compactly. The special loading bridge with sliding roof was assembled by Walser AG in Rankweil, 
Austria, and the assembly of the crane with the PALFINGER PZH auxiliary frame was done at 
KRAN+HYDRAULIK AG in Tagelswangen, Switzerland. 
 

 
 


